
 

 

Settle on the Mat 

Settle is an important behaviour to teach your puppy or dog. By using a clicker and marking 

when your puppy or dog has laid down it will encourage them to learn to take more 

responsibility for their calm behaviour. It will help your puppy to learn how to be calm and relax 

in busy environments. For example, when you have visitors to your home or take your puppy to 

different places. 

1. Start with your puppy’s mat on the floor where there are minimal distractions. When your 

puppy makes contact with the mat click and drop a treat on the mat. If they stay on 

their mat, click, and drop a treat and repeat this in quick successions up to about 6 

times. 

 

2. Withhold the click when your puppy is standing on the mat and wait for your puppy to 

sit. When they sit, click, and drop a treat on the mat. If they get up to get the treat wait 

for your puppy to sit again and click and treat. Continue clicking and treating for your 

puppy sitting on the mat. 

 

3. After repeating clicking and feeding about 6 – 10 times. You need to start withholding 

the click. Wait until your puppy lays down. If you rush your puppy and try and lure into 

position too early, they won’t understand the behaviour and they will need to be lured 

into position each time they are on their mat which is why it is so important to allow the 

puppy to work out the behaviour for themselves.  

 

4. When your puppy lays down, click, and drop a treat on the mat. If your puppy gets up 

wait for them to lay down again and click and treat. Normally once they have laid down 

3 or 4 times you will start to get a more consistent lay on the mat. 

 

5. The next time you start working on this behaviour it is important that you don’t click and 

treat for standing or sitting on the mat. Just wait for your puppy to lay down. If you do 

start to click and treat for standing or sitting on the mat, you will find that they will only 

offer the sit as this is the behaviour that you have marked the most. You want them to 

understand they must lay on their mat. 

 

6. As you progress this behaviour start adding in distraction. Start off by moving a little bit 

near your puppy’s mat. Gradually work your way around their mat. Clicking and treating 

when the puppy maintains position 

 

7. Change the environment that you are training your puppy in, so they are learning to 

settle no matter what the distraction is around them. 

 

8. Your dog should start to associate the settle behaviour with their mat and whenever their 

mat is on the floor, they should go to it and lay down and be calm. 


